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ABSTRACT
In the last years, hundreds of social networks sites have been
launched with both professional (e.g., LinkedIn) and non-
professional (e.g., MySpace, Facebook) orientations. This
resulted in a renewed information overload problem, but it
also provided a new and unforeseen way of gathering useful,
accurate and constantly updated information about user in-
terests and tastes. Content-based recommender systems can
leverage the wealth of data emerging by social networks for
building user profiles in which representations of the user
interests are maintained.

The idea proposed in this paper is to extract content-based
user profiles from the data available in the LinkedIn social
network, to have an image of the users’ interests that can
be used to recommend interesting academic research papers.
A preliminary experiment provided interesting results which
deserve further attention.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Dictionaries, Indexing methods, Lin-
guistic processing ; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Re-
trieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—Information
Filtering

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1. MOTIVATIONS AND RELATED WORK
Each researcher registering to a large scientific congress

generally takes a look to the conference program on-site, and
the risk is that she feels completely overloaded by the long
lists of talks and presentations listed. Which presentations
should be worth to attend?

Usually the most interesting talks might be guessed from
their titles and authors or by taking a quick look to the pa-
pers in the conference proceedings. Recommender systems
address these issues because they have the effect of guiding
users in a personalized way to interesting objects in a large
space of possible options.

Systems for the recommendation of academic research pa-
pers are based on very different strategies. Quickstep and
Foxtrot adopt an ontological approach to user profiling [9].
They represent user profiles in terms of a research paper
topic ontology, by unobtrusively monitoring behaviour and
by adopting a relevance feedback mechanism. Research pa-
pers are classified using ontological classes and collaborative
recommendation algorithms are used to recommend papers
seen by similar people on their current topics of interest.

Other interesting approaches are based on the use of cita-
tion graphs. In [8], a collaborative filtering approach to pa-
per recommendation is adopted, by using the citation graph
between papers to create the ratings, while in [3], the Pa-
perRank algorithm is presented. It adopts a random walk
based scoring strategy, which can be used to recommend
papers according to a small set of user selected relevant ar-
ticles.

Another interesting approach has been proposed in [2].
The idea is that researchers from the same area tend to be
interested to the same articles, so it is possible to improve
search results by using recommendations based on previous
searches performed by other people with similar interests.

In a previous work we developed the Conference Partici-
pant Advisor service to suggest papers to be read and talks
to be attended by a conference participant [10]. The service
was built using a content-based recommender system ex-
ploiting a Bayesian learning method, and a WordNet-based
Word Sense Disambiguation procedure [4] to learn semantic
user profiles exploited for deliverying personalized confer-
ence programs. The system is trained by a set of interesting
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and not interesting research papers in order to learn the
researcher’s profile.

The above mentioned approaches are proved to be accu-
rate, but they have some limitations:

• need of both positive and negative examples of re-
searchers’ interests;

• cold start problem is poorly addressed, i.e. the sys-
tem is not able to provide an accurate profile for new
researchers.

For example, let us suppose to adopt a strategy to extract
profiles by the analysis of papers written by a specific re-
searcher: how to build the profile for a researcher who has
not co-authored any paper? Is it possible to acquire interests
from already available sources, such as social networks?

The goal of this paper can be formulated in form of a
research question as follows: Is it possible to exploit infor-
mation coming from social networks, such as LinkedIn, for
modeling researchers’ interests in user profiles which can be
used to provide accurate recommendations?

Some recent works argued the benefits of interweaving
public profile data on the Web [1], and the usefulness of
users’ self-defined social relations to increase the quality of
the recommendation process in collaborative filtering sys-
tems [6], thus we are confident to obtain similar results in
content-based recommender systems as well.

2. EXTRACTING USER PROFILES FROM
LINKEDIN

2.1 The LinkedIn Social Network
LinkedIn1 is a business-oriented social networking site launched

in May 2003, with more than 90 million registered users
(January 2011), spanning more than 200 countries world-
wide. A new member joins LinkedIn approximately every
second. The purpose of the site is to allow registered users
to maintain a list of contact details of people they know and
trust in business, called connections. The list of connections
determines the user’s social graph.

Each registered user provides both personal and profes-
sional data as free text. Among professional data, we ex-
ploited Specialties (professional skills), Interests, andGroups
and Associations the user is member of, which have been
proved very important sources for improving collaborative
filtering systems [7]. Figure 1 depicts an example of profes-
sional data extracted from LinkedIn.

2.2 The LinkedIn Extractor system
We developed the LinkedIn Extractor system, which pro-

cesses the information extracted from LinkedIn for build-
ing the researcher profile. The idea is to exploit both pro-
fessional data of the researcher and those of the connec-
tions in her social graph, i.e. her “colleagues”. Indeed,
data extracted by the connections have revealed a valuable
source of information, since social networks grow around
common interests [7]. This is also claimed in recent studies
on homophily, which shows that friendship and interests are
strongly interlinked: having even a few common interests
makes friendship significantly more likely, and being friends

1http://www.linkedin.com/

Figure 1: Specialties, Interests and Groups and As-
sociations in a LinkedIn profile

also makes a pair of users more likely to share common in-
terests [5]. Inspired by these results, we decided to include
in the researcher profile the information coming from her
social graph.

The architecture of the system is depicted in Figure 2. Let
ua be the active user (for whom recommendations must be
provided), and Ca be the set of users in the ua social graph.
The user ua approves the connection of the LinkedIn Extrac-
tor to the LinkedIn social network using the OAuth proto-
col2 in order to protect her account credentials. Then, data
extraction can be performed. In the following, the whole
process for building the profile for ua is described by defin-
ing the role of each component of the architecture:

• Data Extractor : it exploits the LinkedIn APIs for col-
lecting the text describing the Specialties, Interests,
and Groups and Associations of ua. The raw text
coming from those three types of data is included in
a single document. The same process is performed for
all users in Ca, in order to create a corpus of docu-
ments. This strategy allows the adoption of the vector
space retrieval model for the internal representation of
users.

• Indexer : it performs basic natural language processing
operations (tokenization and stopword elimination) on
the document collection provided by the previous mod-
ule, in order to build the dictionary, i.e. the feature
space. Each user ui is represented as a vector −→ui in
an n-dimensional space, where each dimension corre-
sponds to a keyword in the dictionary:

−→ui = 〈w1i, w2i, . . . , wni〉 (1)

wji in the vector is the standard tfidf score of the
keyword kj in the document di associated with ui.
This representation strategy allows also to measure the
closeness between two users by simply computing the
cosine similarity sim(−→ui ,

−→uj) between the correspond-
ing vectors.

• Profiler : it builds the profile −→pa of ua as a vector of
weights obtained by adding the vectors of connections
in Ca to −→ua. According to this strategy, the impor-
tance of a keyword kj in the profile of the active user

2http://oauth.net
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Figure 2: The conceptual architecture of the LinkedIn Extractor system

is computed by taking into account not only the weight
of kj in the vector associated with ua, but also in the
vectors of similar connections. This allows to enrich
the profile with data coming from her neighborhood,
in the same way as collaborative filtering algorithms
do. The complete formula is as follows:

−→pa = α ∗ −→ua + (1− α) ∗
|Ca|∑

k=1

sim(−→ua,
−→uk) ∗ −→uk (2)

Parameter α is responsible for shaping the resulting
vector in a direction closer to the active user or to her
connections, while sim(−→ua,

−→uk) ensures that the con-
tribution of connection uk to the profile of the active
user is proportional to its similarity. α = 1 corresponds
to a profiling strategy which neglects the data of the
neighborhood, while α = 0 allows to rely just on the
data coming from the connections. Other values of α
allow to take into account both professional data of
the user, and that coming from her connections. Fi-
nally, the resulting weights are normalized in the [0,1]
interval.

• Recommender : it adopts a ranked list approach to se-
lect relevant documents in a target collection. Cosine
similarity is computed between the user profile and all
documents in the target collection, provided that they
are represented as vectors. Documents are ranked in
descending order according to the computed value and
then the top-k documents are selected as recommen-
dations. In the context of recommending scientific pa-
pers to a conference participant, the target document
collection might be the set of papers accepted for pre-
sentation at that conference.

3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
The goal of the preliminary evaluation was to measure the

accuracy of profiles extracted from LinkedIn data in the task
of recommending relevant papers to a researcher.

The set of profiles to be evaluated was obtained by inviting
45 researchers in the area of Computer Science to connect
to the LinkedIn Extractor service, in order to allow the ex-
traction of the information concerning their interests and
connections. After one month, 22 researchers completed the
procedure, hence a set of 22 profiles was available for the
evaluation.

In order to avoid to require a feedback about the recom-
mendations produced by the system, for each researcher, a
test set containing both relevant and not relevant papers
(50% - 50%) was automatically built by selecting papers

from the DBLP XML dump3, containing 1.4 million publi-
cations. The set of relevant papers is built by considering
those cited in the papers co-authored by the researcher (ac-
tive citations), and those citing the papers co-authored by
the researcher (passive citations). The set of not relevant
documents is built by randomly selecting the rest of articles
in the DBLP dump, from which we removed also papers
co-authored by the researcher and those published in jour-
nals or conferences proceedings to which the researcher has
contributed.

For each paper in the test set, title and abstract are ex-
tracted from the DBLP dump and processed by the Indexer
in order to have a vector representation. For each researcher
involved in the experiment, the articles in the test set are
ranked by the Recommender according to the similarity to
the researcher profile, as described in the previous section.

The measure adopted to evaluate the accuracy of the ranked
list was R-Precision, that is the precision of the system at
the R-th position in the ranking, where R is the number of
relevant papers for each researcher. R-Precision is computed
as the ratio between the number of relevant papers in the
top-R positions of the list and R.

Two parameters are used in the experiment: α, which con-
trols the importance of keywords occurring in the researcher
data with respect to those in the data of her connections,
and the threshold T , introduced for selecting the most sim-
ilar connections in the social graph. In equation (2), only
connections whose similarity with the active user exceeds T
are included in the computation of the profile. Results of
the experiment are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Performance of the LinkedIn profiles in
terms of R-Precision. Connections in a user’s social
graph with a similarity greather than T are selected.

Profiling T = 0.05 T = 0.15 T = 0.25
strategy
α=1 0.71 0.71 0.71
α=0 0.37 0.39 0.47
α=0.6 0.51 0.53 0.70

The first outcome is that the highest precision is achieved
whether researchers profiles are built on their own LinkedIn
data without exploiting connections (α = 1). Results are
encouraging even though the amount of text extracted from
LinkedIn is limited and the vocabulary adopted by users
is usually very restricted. We also investigated the perfor-
mance of profiles built by relying exclusively on data coming
from the connections (α = 0). In this case the precision im-
proves whether the most similar connections of the active
3http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
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user are taken into account: the higher the threshold T ,
the higher the profile accuracy. The same observation can
be made whether both data of the active user and her con-
nections contribute to the profile (α = 0.6). In particular,
precision comparable to that of profiles built with α = 1 is
achieved by setting T = 0.25, while lower values for T lead
to a significant decrease. This is a clear indicator that the
way of selecting neighbors from the users’ social graph is
important for obtaining accurate recommendations.

The main result observed is that accurate profiles are ob-
tained either without taking into account connections or by
including in the profiling process only the most similar con-
nections of the active user. We need to further investigate
this aspect, in particular whether neighborhood selection
methods other than cosine similarity could lead to an im-
provement of system performance. The tuning of the pa-
rameter α is also required.

Despite the low number of users involved in the experi-
ment, the results of this preliminary evaluation is encourag-
ing. We have shown that data extracted from the LinkedIn
social network are a reliable source of information for rep-
resenting a researchers’ interests, even though they contain
very simple data. This might represent a possible solution
to the cold-start problem, for providing recommendations to
new researchers – for whom a set of publications from which
to learn a profile might not be available – or for modeling
their evolving interests. Indeed, if a system just relies on
the bibliography of the researcher for building her own pro-
file, it might not be able to model new interests, not yet
substantiated by scientific publications.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We investigated the problem of establishing whether pro-

fessional information extracted from social networks, such
as LinkedIn, is helpful for building researcher profiles which
are exploited to suggest relevant academic research papers.
We presented LinkedIn Extractor that includes in the profile
of a LinkedIn user both her own professional data and those
coming from her connections. An evaluation in the context
of recommending relevant scientific papers to Computer Sci-
ence researchers showed the potential of the approach and
raised some issues for future investigations. Two main out-
comes were observed:

• LinkedIn professional data are reliable for modeling
user interests since the accuracy of the resulting pro-
files is acceptable;

• the whole social graph of a researcher introduces noise
into the recommendation process, but a subset of accu-
rately selected colleagues might contribute positively
to her profile.

This leads us to foresee further investigations on neighbor-
hood selection methods other than cosine similarity. More-
over, more sophisticated techniques might be adopted by the
Indexer in order to create a space of concepts, rather than
simple keywords, for the representation of both documents
and profiles. For this purpose, we plan to exploit the ACM
Computing classification hierarchy, and our previous work
for semantic indexing of documents [4].

Another future improvement is to introduce in the profil-
ing strategy new data available in LinkedIn, such as Events,
Publications, and Discussions within groups.

A more extensive user study is ongoing, that combines
LinkedIn profiles with those extracted by analyzing the bib-
liography of researchers, obtained by the list of publications
on DBLP. The main problem is the unwillingness of people
to provide access to her own personal data. For this reason
we are automatically gathering a massive amount of public
LinkedIn profiles of selected authors from the DBLP dump
(LinkedIn APIs allow for this), in order to test how well such
profiles may perform in the specific recommendation task.
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